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a b s t r a c t
In this work we study the effects of the solvent interaction on the nonlinear dynamical
structure of a DNA segment, by using a time-independent perturbation approach. Con-
sidering a well-known set of values for the spring constant (k) and the Morse (solvent)
potential parameters Dn and an (fs and λs), we investigate the denaturation temperature
profiles of some DNA’s thermodynamical functions, such as the stretching of the hydrogen
bonds, the specific heat and the entropy. Besides a sharp thermal profile behavior of these
functions, we observe also that the DNA’s melting temperature decreases as the solvent
potential increases.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
One of the most important biological system for living beings is the Deoxyribo-Nucleic-Acid (DNA) molecule. It has been
widely investigated since Watson and Crick unveiled its topological structure [1]. All genetic information controlling the
cellular reproduction is encoded in it, being the most sensitive molecule in the cell nuclei [2].
A complete DNA molecule is a chromosome, with protein components present as structural support. The DNA of each
gene carries a chemical message which signals to the cell how to assemble the amino acids in the correct sequence to pro-
duce the protein for which that gene is responsible. The information is contained in the sequence of the monomers called
nucleotides, which make up the DNA molecule, whose structure consists of a base together with a backbone of alternating
sugarmolecules and phosphate ions. There are four different nucleotides in DNA differing by their base components, namely
guanine (G), adenine (A), cytosine (C) and thymine (T ), whose repeated stacks are formed by either AT (TA) or GC (CG) pairs
coupled by hydrogen bonds, the so-called Chargaff rules [3], and held in a double-helix structure by a sugar–phosphate
backbone [1].
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One of the most intriguing properties of the DNA macromolecule rises when a solution is heated up. As a consequence,
the base-pairs of the double-helix break up and dissociate from each other to form two separated random coils. This
phenomenon is referred to as DNA denaturation or thermal DNA melting, deserving many investigations so far [4–7].
A remarkable amount of studies published over the last decades (for review see Ref. [8]) shed some light on the
dynamics of DNA which affect the thermal properties of its double helix structure, including eventually its melting at high
temperature. One of themost important theoreticalmethods assumes a Hamiltonian approach based on the Peyrard–Bishop
(PB) model [9], considering that the DNA macromolecule consists of two spring–masses chains in which the transverse
stretchings between its complementary base-pairs are represented by a one-dimensional Morse potential simulating the
hydrogen bonds. By using a transfer integral technique, they determined the temperature dependence on the interstrand
separation that initiate the denaturation.
However, DNA double strands denature quite sharply with temperature. To take into account the sharp DNA denatura-
tion, an extension to the original PB model was introduced afterwards, considering either the intrinsic discreteness of the
molecule [10] or the cooperative effects through anharmonic nearest-neighbor stacking interactions (anharmonic PB) [11].
Furthermore, a nonlinear dynamical model for DNA thermal denaturation based on the finite stacking enthalpies used in
thermodynamical nearest-neighbor calculations was developed [12]. It was then showed that the finiteness of stacking en-
thalpies is responsible for the sharpness of calculatedmelting curves. The specific heat and the entropy were also calculated
using three different models, namely: (i) the harmonic PB model, (ii) the anharmonic PB model, and (iii) their own anhar-
monic model.
In all theseworks, the authors considered the DNA isolated from any environment. Notwithstanding, as stated by Korolev
et al. [13], the DNA molecule is a highly negatively charged polyelectrolyte both in double-stranded (native) and in single-
stranded (denaturated) forms, displaying considerable sensitivity to ionic surroundings during various structural transitions,
as well as when interacts with charged species.
The DNA–solvent interaction was first investigated by using molecular dynamics simulation within the harmonic PB
model [14]. Later on, Weber [15] using a similar model, also showed that when solvent interactions are included, a sharp
denaturation of the DNA double helix structure is obtained, without considering any anharmonic nearest-neighbor stacking
interactions. An anharmonic PB model approach was later developed modeling the solvation interaction by considering a
Gaussian barrier in the usual on-siteMorse potential [16]. For an adenine–thymine (A–T ) homogeneous chain, they observed
that the barrier not only changes the phase transition but also has a great influence in the dynamics of localized excitations.
Twisted DNAmodel was then considered [17] using a path integral formalism to study the thermodynamics of a short frag-
ment of heterogeneous DNA interacting with a stabilizing solvent on the temperature range in which denaturation takes
place.
Very recently, a thermal denaturation of the harmonic PB model with an external potential was investigated [18]. They
used a transfer integral method to obtain the partition function and evaluated the effect of an external potential on the
stretching of the hydrogen bonds using a time-independent perturbation method. They showed that owing to the external
potentials the denaturation process occurs at lower temperatures.
It is the aim of this work to push this field further by investigating the thermal properties of the PB model with a solvent
interaction to obtain, not only the stretching of the hydrogen bonds between the nucleobases pairs, but also some thermo-
dynamical functions, such as the specific heat and the entropy. This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present
our theoretical approach based on a non-linear model Hamiltonian taking into account a Morse potential, modeling the
transverse hydrogen bonds interaction, as well as solvent contributions. Section 3 deals with the discussion of the thermo-
dynamic properties, calculated using a time-independent perturbation method. The conclusions and perspective of future
works are depicted in Section 4.
2. Theoretical model
The non-linear model Hamiltonian for a chain of N heterogeneous double-strand nucleobases, assuming a harmonic
coupling between the neighboring base-pairs and including the effects of the solvent interaction, the so-called Dauxois–
Peyrard–Bishop (DPB) model, can be written as [19]:
H =
N
n=1

H(yn, yn−1)+ VSol(yn)

, (1)
H(yn, yn−1) = (1/2)m(dyn/dt)2 + VM(yn)+ VS(yn, yn−1). (2)
Here yn, the transverse stretching of the nth base-pair (AT or GC) in the DNA chain, is the degree of freedom for the one-
dimensional model [20], and measures the relative base-pair separation from the ground-state position. Also m is the
assumed commonmass of the nucleobases and VM(yn), the Morse potential modeling the transverse hydrogen bonds inter-
action linking the two strands, is defined by [21,22]:
VM(yn) = Dn[exp(anyn)− 1]2, (3)
where Dn (an) is the dissociation energy (inverse length) of a base-pair at site n. They account for the heterogeneity in the
DNA sequence.
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The stacking coupling VS(yn, yn−1) between the intra neighboring nucleobases along the DNA’s strands can be given
by [23–26]:
VS(yn, yn−1) = (k/2)g(yn, yn−1)[(yn − yn−1)2 + 4ynyn−1 sin2(θn,n−1/2)], (4)
g(yn, yn−1) = 1+ ρ exp[−α(yn + yn−1)]. (5)
In the above equations, k is the backbone harmonic coupling defined by k = mω2, with ω being the harmonic phonon fre-
quency. The non-linear parameters ρ and α are considered to be independent of the type of nucleobases (G, C, A and T ) at
the sites n and n± 1. Their widely numerical values used in the calculations are ρ = 1 and α = 0.35 Å−1 [27,28]. A relevant
feature here is the torsional effects, responsible for the helicoidal DNA structure, which are taking into account considering
the sin2(θn,n−1/2) term in the stacking potential VS(yn, yn−1). Here θn,n−1 is the angle between two adjacent base-pairs at
the n and n−1 sites along themolecule backbone. As this effectwas already properly considered in earlierworks [24,29–33],
we consider here only the untwisted term of (4), i.e., θn,n−1 = 0 (the situation of perfectly parallel neighboring bonds), in
which large fluctuations are possible since the corresponding stacking energy coupling VS(yn, yn−1) is low on the energy
scale set by the Morse potential VM(yn) plus the solvent interaction potential VSol(yn). Observe that when g(yn, yn−1) = 1
and θn,n−1 = 0, VS(yn, yn−1) reduces to the ordinary potential energy recovering the harmonic PBmodel.When themolecule
is closed, αyn ≪ 1 for all site n. On the other hand, when either αyn < 1 or αyn > 1, the corresponding hydrogen bond
breaks and the nucleobases moves out of the stack, reducing the electronic overlap.
Finally, VSol, the solvent interaction potential, is given by [15]
VSol(yn) = −fsDn[tanh(yn/λs)− 1], (6)
where fsDn is the maximum amplitude of VSol and λs is the solvent interaction factor. This solvent potential combined with
the Morse potential results in a single barrier of height (widths) of the orders of fsDn (λs).
Fig. 1 depicts the base-pair interaction potential U(yn) = VM(yn) + VSol(yn) (in meV) as a function of the AT -base pair
stretching yn (in Å), considering an AT base-pair whose dissociation energy (inverse length) Dn (an) is equal to 30 meV
(4.2 Å) [34]. The full-line represents the Morse potential (with no solvent contribution, i.e., fs = 0), while the dotted line
was drawn for a solvent (width) barrier factor fs = 0.1 (λs = 6.0 Å). Observe that the solvent contribution, has the effect to
enhance (by the term fsDn) both the energy of the equilibrium configuration and the height of the barrier, below which the
base-pair (AT ) is confined. Besides, the maximum value of the barrier height occurs at the threshold stretching yn, around
which a base-pair may open and then becomes fully dissociate (see the next section).
3. Thermodynamic properties
In the limit of a large system (N →∞) the classical thermodynamic properties of the harmonic part of the Hamiltonian
(1) (without the solvent interaction term) can be described exactly in terms of the transfer integral as [9,35,36]
tn,n−1(yn) =

exp

−βH(yn, yn−1)

ψn(yn−1)dyn−1, (7)
where β = 1/(kBT ), with kB being the Boltzmann constant. Here, the eigenfunctionsψn(yn) of the transfer integral operator
obeys a Schrödinger-like equation, as it is expressed in Eq. (6) of Ref. [9].
Solving (7) we find
tn,n−1(yn) = exp(−βE(0)n )ψn(yn), (8)
where E(0)n , the ground-state eigenvalue of the Schrödinger-like equation, is given by:
E(0)n =
1
2β
ln
 βk
2π

+ an
β
Dn
k
1/2
− a
2
n
4β2k
. (9)
The partition function is then determined by:
Z (0)n = (2πm/β)N/2 exp(−NβE(0)n ), (10)
yielding the following free energy
F (0)n = (−1/β) ln Z (0)n = N

E(0)n −
1
2β
ln
2πm
β

. (11)
The mean stretching ⟨y(0)n ⟩ then follows as:
⟨y(0)n ⟩ =

yn[ψ (0)n (yn)]2dyn, (12)
with ψ (0)n being the ground-state wavefunction associated to the ground-state eigenvalue E
(0)
n .
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Fig. 1. The base-pair interaction potential [U(yn) = VM (yn)+VSol(yn)]/Dn (inmeV) as a function of the AT -base pair stretching yn (in Å), whose dissociation
energy (inverse length)Dn (an) is equal to 30meV (4.2 Å). The full-line represents theMorse potential, while the dotted linewas drawn for a solvent (width)
barrier factor fs = 0.1 (λs = 6.0 Å). Observe that for sufficiently large yn both potentials will become the same.
Other thermodynamic properties of interest are the specific heat at constant volume
C (0)n = kB
d2[T ln Z (0)n ]
dT 2
= NkB

2+ a2nkBT/2k

, (13)
and the entropy
S(0)n = kB
d[T ln Z (0)n ]
dT
= NkB

ln[(m/k)(1/β)2] + [a2n/2βk] + [2− an(Dn/k)1/2]

. (14)
Let us now take into account the influence of the solvent interaction VSol(yn) considering it as a perturbation. Making use
of a time-independent perturbation theory, one finds that the correction, up to first order, to the dominated ground-state’s
eigenvalue E(0)n and normalized eigenfunction ψ
(0)
n are given by:
E(1)n = E(0)n +
 +∞
−∞
[ψ (0)n (yn)]2VSol(yn)dyn, (15)
ψ (1)n = ψ (0)n +

i
⟨ψi|VSol|ψ (0)n ⟩
(E(0)n − Ei)
ψi. (16)
The mean stretching ⟨y(1)n ⟩, considering the solvent contributions, then follows as:
⟨y(1)n ⟩ =

yn[ψ (1)n (y)]2dyn. (17)
In a similar way we can find the corrections to the specific heat and the entropy due to the solvent effects:
C (1)n = C0n − NT
d2[1E(1)n ]
dT 2
, (18)
where1E(1)n = E(1)n − E(0)n . As for the entropy we find also:
S(1)n = S(0)n − N
d[1E(1)n ]
dT
. (19)
Now let us investigate the profiles of the stretching ⟨y(1)n ⟩, the specific heat C (1)n and the entropy S(1)n , by considering the
effects of the solvent interaction potential VSol (Eq. (6)). We shall use four values of the solvent term fs, namely: fs = 0 (no
solvent interaction potential), 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15. In all figures we considered the physical parameters related with an AT
base-pair, namely Dn = 30 meV, an = 4.2 Å−1. The backbone harmonic coupling k is considered to be 60 meV/Å2.
Fig. 2 shows the variation of the mean stretching ⟨y(1)n ⟩, given in Å, against the temperature, depicting a sharp melting
transition profile, no matter the value of the solvent term fs. From there, one can infer that for fs = 0 the melting tempera-
ture (i.e., the temperature in which dy(1)n /dT →∞) reaches the value TM = 354 K, an acceptable value for the denaturation
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Fig. 2. The mean hydrogen bonding stretching ⟨y(1)n ⟩ for several values of the solvent term fs : fs = 0 (black; straight line); fs = 0.05 (red; small
dashing line); fs = 0.10 (green; medium dashing line); and fs = 0.15 (blue; large dashing line). The vertical dotted line indicates the melting temperature
(TM = 354 K) for the harmonic PB model. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
Fig. 3. The dependence of the melting temperature TM as a function of the solvent term fs (in its weak regime). Observe a linear behavior profile
TM = T0 − afs , whose angular coefficient a = 120.
temperature for DNA systems, which occurs in the range 353–373 K [37,38]. Recall that this value for the melting temper-
ature was obtained from the simple harmonic PB model (with no solvent term) through a sharp melting curve, without the
inclusion of other features such as nonlinearities, helicoidal geometry, bending etc., which are key factor to understand the
DNA thermal behavior. Similar results were obtained in Ref. [12] but at higher melting temperatures (>400 K), considering
the anharmonic PB model with an additional interaction potential. By increasing fs the melting temperature decreases, go-
ing from 354 K for fs = 0 to 336 K for fs = 0.15, indicating that the solvent interaction potential lowers the denaturation
temperature. In the calculation of the mean stretching ⟨y(1)n ⟩ we considered terms up to i = 3 in the perturbation series
defined by Eq. (16). The dependence of the melting temperature TM as a function of the solvent potential term fs in its weak
regime is depicted in Fig. 3. Observe a linear behavior profile TM = T0 − afs with angular coefficient a = 120.
In Fig. 4 we show the behavior of the specific heat at constant volume C (1)n (Eq. (18)) given in units of NkB, for the same
values of the solvent term fs, as in Fig. 2. We have taken into account corrections up to the first-order for the eigenvalue
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Fig. 4. The same as in Fig. 2, but for the specific heat C (1)n , in units of NkB . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 5. Log–log plot of the specific heat C (1)n , in units of NkB , versus (TM − T ), in the vicinity of the melting temperature TM , for several values of the solvent
term fs : fs = 0.05 (red; small dashing line); fs = 0.10 (green; medium dashing line); and fs = 0.15 (blue; large dashing line). Observe the power-law
behavior profile C (1)n ∝ (TM − T )−φ , with a power-law exponent φ = 1.262 (fs = 0.05), φ = 1.210 (fs = 0.10), and φ = 1.260 (fs = 0.15). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
E(1)n , as specified by Eq. (15). For fs = 0, we observe that the specific heat increases linearly with the temperature T , until it
reaches themelting temperature TM = 354 K. Beyond this point, the DNAmolecule is denatured. In Ref. [10] it was observed
that the specific heat increases linearly up to 500 K, decreases abruptly and remains constant as the temperature T increases,
while in Refs. [12,19] it exhibits a sharp peak at a melting temperature of around 350 K. By increasing the solvent term fs,
we observe that the specific heat starts to deviate from the linear behavior and tends to diverge for temperatures lower
than 350 K. As it is already known, in the regime of weak solvent potential the mean-field like behavior of the specific heat
(a discontinuous jump) is replaced by a divergent specific heat, whose nature is quite important. Fig. 5 reports the profile
of this divergent dependence through a log – log plot of the specific heat versus (TM − T ), for several values of the solvent
term fs (0.05, 0.10, and 0.15), leading to the power-law behavior profile C
(1)
n ∝ (TM − T )−φ , with a power-law exponent
φ = 1.262 for fs = 0.05, φ = 1.210 for fs = 0.10, and φ = 1.260 for fs = 0.15, defining a kind of universality class from a
statistical physics point of view (if we neglect the small variation of the power-law exponents). Soliton physics mechanism
can offer a reasonable interpretation of such thermodynamic behavior [39].
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Fig. 6. The same as in Fig. 2, but for the entropy S(1)n , in units of NkB . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
Similar results are shown in Fig. 6 for the entropy S(1)n , in units of NkB and defined by Eq. (19). From there one can see that
the entropy varies linearly with the temperature T according to the harmonic PBmodel, presenting asymptotic behavior for
temperatures lower than 350 K and different values of fs. Again, one must remind that the melting temperature TM imposes
an upper limit for the entropy profile. Adding the solvent interaction leads to discontinuities profiles similar to those found
in the specific heat case. Anyhow, the first-order or very narrow second-order phase transition of the harmonic PB model
with solvent interaction is granted by the divergence of both the specific heat and the entropy. The difference observed in
the value of the transition temperature results from the approximate method used.
4. Conclusions
Summing up, in this paper we have studied the thermodynamics properties of a finite segment of an heterogeneous
DNA molecule around its melting transition temperature. Our model Hamiltonian contains a solvent interaction term, that
enhances the base pairs dissociation energy and stabilizes the hydrogen bonds between complementary strands.
Assuming an adenine–thymine sequence, we have found a sharp DNA melting transition as a striking common feature
for all thermodynamical potentials discussed here. Although the sharpness of the melting transition temperature TM is
far from being established, both theoretically and experimentally (a recent neutron scattering study points to a smooth
phenomenon [40]), certainly the fact that the melting profiles show some sudden, even step-like, increments may indicate
the overall transition as sharp, in accordancewith our theoretical prediction. Recently, the effect of sodium ion concentration
on thermal stability was systematically studied for a set of 92 duplex DNA oligomers showing TM independent of the
DNA concentration and length of the oligonucleotide [41], in agreement with previous theoretical finding, in which the
normalized transmission coefficientwas hardly affected by the polymer length, the type of bps and temperature (it ismainly
determined by the solvent term fs [42]).
The solvent effect on the denaturation of DNA has been recently investigated in the literature. The model Hamiltonian
that incorporates a solvent interaction term (Eq. (6)) enhances the base pair dissociation energy and stabilizes the hydrogen
bonds between complementary strands. However, the base pair displacements should be monitored to avoid destabiliza-
tion at room temperature [17]. Besides, smaller values of the solvent interaction factor λs favor the unzipping transition,
which occurs around λs = 0.5 Å−1 at room temperature [43], in agreement with our theoretical prediction (see Fig. 2). We
observed also that the solvent potential lowers the melting temperature; stronger solvent potential interaction leads to a
lower melting temperature.
Further investigations on these issues are due to come. In particular, we want to consider twisted states treated as a
rotational degree of freedom in a two-dimensional path integral description, thus incorporating also torsional fluctuation
effects around the equilibrium state.
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